Cookie M3 impact-rated helmet FAQs
Q. What is the weight of the M3?
A. Size X-small through large is 600 grams. Size X-large and XX-large is 650 grams.
Q. Does an audible altimeter fit in the M3?
A. Yes, there are two audible pockets—one located over each ear.
Q. Can I put a Fuel chin cup on the M3 helmet?
A. Sorry, due to the chinstrap design it is not possible to fit a chin cup.
Q. Can I put a camera on this helmet?
A. The XP S 72-600 standard includes a snag test as part of the certification. Adding
a camera would mean that it could fail the snag test. (The test is performed using a
3mm x 1mm cord (e.g., 725 lb Spectra) put under 20N of tension. This is waved over
the helmet’s exterior surface. If it catches, it’s deemed as a failure of this test.)
As such, we did not impact test the helmet with any camera accessories mounted.
Just like impact-rated snow or motor sports helmets, the addition of a camera to the
M3 voids its certification. Should you decide to mount a camera on the M3, you do so
at your own risk.
Q. Can I drill into the helmet or use a sticky mount to attach my camera?
A. Should you decide to mount a camera on the helmet using fasteners or the
proprietary GoPro sticky mount, you do so at your own risk, knowing that it has the
potential to affect the snag and impact rating of the helmet.
Q. Is the liner washable?
A. Yes you can hand wash the liner. The liner is constructed of foam backing and can
be easily damaged if you wash it aggressively. We do sell replacement liners.
Q. Can I remove the CE Sticker?
A. Doing so will void any product warranty claim and effectively render the helmet
as no longer being certified.
Q. Can I paint the helmet?
A. We do not recommend painting or using any solvent-based products on the
exterior of the helmet. Doing so may damage the helmet and affect its impact rating.
Please read the instruction manual prior to cleaning.
Q. What does the CE rating mean for me?
A. The helmet was built to EU Skydiving Helmet standard XP S 72-600. A certifying
company independently tests the helmet to ensure it meets the requirements of this
standard then issues a certificate of compliance.

Q. Will this helmet protect me if I eat it big time?
A. We cannot guarantee that the M3 helmet will reduce the risk of injury or death
when using this helmet for skydiving or any other air sport. This helmet should not
be used on motorized and non-motorized modes of transport.
Q. Can I use the M3 for BASE Jumping?
A. As a BASE jumper, you accept responsibility and assess your risk of possible
injury or death prior to each and every BASE jump. The impact test speed and
requirements for the Skydiving Helmet Standard XP S 72-600 is 5.42m/s at of force
of <250G, is the same as snow Sports Standard EN1077. Many of these attributes
would benefit BASE jumpers.
Q. Can I fit a student radio to the M3?
A. Should you decide to mount a communication device to the M3, you do so at your
own risk, knowing that it has the potential to affect the snag and impact rating of the
helmet.
If you have additional questions, please email info@flycookie.com.

